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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to provide guidance to TLEPA personnel 
concerning follow-up activities that will be needed to complete the stan
dards and goals process. Now that standards and goals have been adopted 
by the TLEPC, the Agency must guide, monitor, measure and evaluate the 
implementation of the standards and goals. 

In order to provide needed background information to agency per
sonnel who have not been closely involved in the standards and goals 
project, as well as to those who join the staff in the future, this report 
begins with a short description of the project. It is largely the same 
description of the project as presented in the "Executive Sumrnary,1I a 
document for g~neral distribution, but with some added information.l/ 
Following the description of the project and its results are suggestions 
for future TLEPA activity. It should be noted that a legislative report 
has also been prepared outlining leginlation that will have to be adopted 
in order to carry out certain standards and goals. That report serves 
as a supplement to this one. 

DESCSlE1ION OF THE PROJECT 

The staff work on this project was done by Midwest Research Institute 
(MRI) of Kansas City, Missouri. The TLEPC decided to hire outside staff 
because the existing demands on the personnel in TLEPA and the statewide 
hiring freeze in existence at the time the project was initiated made 
it impossible for the TLEPA staff to execute the standards and goals 
project. After a process of competitive bidding, the contract for the 
needed services was awarded to MRI. MRI opened an on-site project office 
in Nashville staffed by three people. The project staff worked closely 
with TLEPA staff and particularly with Assistant Director Doyle Wood. 
Mr. Wood left TLEPA shortly before the completion of the project and 
TLEPA responsibility for standards and goals was then assumed by the 
new Assistant Director, Paula Harvey. 

1/ For a description of the historical background and purposes of the 
standards and goals process in the country as a whole, ,see the back
ground section in the "Executive Summary." 

For a detailed, month-by-month description of project activities and 
procedures, see the monthly progress reports submitted to TLEPA 
during the course of the project. 
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The major purpose of the Tenne~see Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals Project yas to establish general goals and specific objectives 
for the criminal justice system in the state as a part of an overall 
effort to reduce crime. The project was divided into three primary phases. 

The first phase involved a review of the recommendations of the 
LEAA appointed National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals along with the recommendations of a large number of other national 
groups such as the American Bar Association, American Wardens Associa-
tion, American Correctional Association, etc. The national recommenda-
tions wer'e divided into 20 groups of related proposals dealing with par
ticular aspects of the criminal justice system. Each group was referred 
to as a l'package." Each package was organized around a set of long range 
goals, specific objectives leading towards the accomplishment of a par
ticular ~oal, and various strategies that could be used to reach an ob
ject~ve~ Each of the 20 packages was identified by a general goal state
ment summarizing the intent of the proposals included in the package. 
The 20 packages are listed below. 

1. Alleviate Social and Economic Factors Promoting Crime 

2. Improve Crime Detection and Apprehension 

3. Improve Procedures for Pretrial Detention 

4. Improve Procedures for Screening, Diversion and Classification 

5. Improve Community Services to youth 

6. Reduce Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

7. Safeguard the Rights of the Accused by Imposing Controls on Plea 
Bargaining 

8. Obtain Significant Reduction of Delays in Criminal Proceedings 

9. Promote the Fairness and Equality of Sentencing 

10. Provide Full and Fair Review of Criminal Cases 

11. Reduce Juvenile Delinquency by Minimizing Extent of Involvement 
of Juvenile Offenders with the Criminal Justice System and by 
Proper Processing of Juvenile. Offenders 

12. Insure the Rights of Defendants Before and After Trial 

13. Improve Conditions of Confinement 
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14. Legislate Action to Moderntze Criminal Codes and Reduce Oppor

tunities for Corruption 

15. Streamline the Administrative Structure of the Criminal Justice 
System 

16. Develop Capabilities for Long Range Planni.:; in the Criminal 
Justice System and Improve Community Relations 

17. Be Prepared at All Times for Mass Disorders and Natural Disasters 

18. Establish a Network of Computerized Information Systems Linking 
all Components of the Criminal Justice System 

19. Improve Criminal Justice Equipment and Facilities 

20. Upgrade Personnel Working in the Tennessee Criminal Justice 
System 

The next step in phase one was the recruitment of over 500 criminal 
justice professionals and other citizens from throughout the state to 
form the Tennessee Criminal Justice Standards and Goals Advisory Panel. 
The regional law enforcement planners were asked to suggest people from 
their district for membership on the panel. Each planner was given a 
list showing the number of people needed from his district, determined 
by the population of the district, and a desired breakdown in terms of 
their areas of experience and expertise. An attempt was also made to 
have the racial composition of the panel members reflect that found in 
the general population. Prospective panel members were sent letters re
questing their service on the panel. They were asked to return a personal 
information questionnaire if they were ,villing to serve. When returns 
from a development district were insufficient, the planners were asked 
to supply additional names. 

After the panel was recruited, they were sent questionnaires asking 
them to evaluate the goals, objectives, and strategies in three of the 
packages. Assignment to particular packages was based on the background 
of the individual and on the interests and knowledge of the criminal 
justice system that had been reported in the personal questionnaire. 
In choosing the group of individuals to whom a particular package would 
be sent, the aim was to obtain a balanced response in which.a large pro
portion of the respondents would be expert in that particular area of 
criminal justice but in which there would also be a substantial repre
sentation of opinions from people ,\forking in other areas of the system 
as well as from a cross section of citizens. Each panel member was assigned 
three packages. When the first questionnaire was returned, the second 
was sent and ~\fhen that was returned the third was sent. Those who returned 
three were given the opportunity to request additional packages. In addition 
to evaluating the recommendations contained in the packages, the panelists 
were asked to sugges t ne,\f ideas and to make addi tiona I recommenda tions 
for any problems they believed were not addressed in the national proposals. 
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A total of over 800 questionnaires were answered by the members 
of the panel. Their answers were collected and computer analyzed, and 
their written comments were read, recorded and filed for further use 
in later stages of the project.il 

At the same time that the survey of the panelists was being con
ducted, the project stiff engaged in research on various problems rele
vant to the proposed standards and goals, including: (1) an overview 
of state crime problems and trends and a projection of crime rates to 
1980; (2) an analysis of fiscal and manpower resources allocated to various 
segments of the state criminal justice system; (3) structural, staffing, 
workload and similar characteristics of the current system; (4) anticipated 
effects of projected crime trends on future workloads and resource require
ments; (4) collection and analysis of data relevant to specific stan-
dards and goals; and (S) legal research to determine the status under 
Tennessee law of the various proposals being reviewed. 

The result of the first phase of the project was a tentative pro
gram of goals and objectives for Tennessee based on the evaluation of 
the national proposals by the SOO-member panel, additions to or modifi
cations of those proposals suggested by panel members, and relevant in
formation from the background research. 

The second phase of the project centered on a series of task force 
meetings held in each of Tennessee's nine development districts. A total 
of 23 meetings was held, each one focusing on a particular part of the 
criminal justice system. Small groups consisting of criminal justice 
system professionals, representatives of related public organizations 
and concerned citizens--each with a background applicable to t 1"\e par
ticular problems under consideration--participated in each meetifig. Par
ticipants 1;\Tere selected initially from the panelists. Others were added 
in order that each task group might have the expertise and experience 
needed. 

The task groups reviewed, evaluated and further modified the key 
proposals that were produced in the first phase of the project. By holding 
a large number of meetings throughout the state, it was possible to obtain, 
not only a general review of the proposals, but an evaluation of their 
applicability to the particular problems and needs of each geographical 
area of the state, of metropolitan areas, and of rural areas. 

The result of the second phase of the project was a more refined 
set of proposed goals and objectives. 

11 Information on how to read the results of the computer analysis of 
the survey is provided in the Appendix of this report. 
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The third and final phase of the project was the prioritization 
of the recommended goals and objectives by the TLEPC and the preparation 
of the project rerorts. The purpose of the prioritiz&tion process was 
to es tablish a clear, long-range direction for crirHinal jus tice planning 
in the state and to set certain minimum standards ];(11- each area of the 
criminal justice system. In reviewing the proposal!' md adopting priorities, 
specific defini tions were given by the Commission ;:,;. certain terms and 
priority levels. Those definitions are listed below. 

Goal 

Objective 

Priorities: 

1 Must 

Definition of Terms 

A statement indicating a general direction or trend that 
is desired. 

A specific program and a date by which that program is 
to be at least partially in effect. 

This is an objective that must be met by agencies seeking 
funds from the Commission. Each agency must meet all of 
the number one priorities applicable to it at any given 
time before it will be granted funds for objectives having 
lower priorities. The agency is expected to achieve the 
objective by the year indicated. In that year it will not 
receive any funds for programs with a priority of less 
than one unless it has met a~l of the number one priorities 
for that and previous years. Agencies will not be penalized 
for failing to meet a priority one objective: (1) if that 
failure 1vas due to a failure by the General Assembly or 
the Tennessee Supreme Court to take action required to 
carry out the program; (2) if the agency applied for funds 
to assist it in meeting the priority but did not receive 
a grant because the Commission 1vas financially unable to 
fund the request. In the body of the report, the 1vord tlmust" 
is used in stating each objective that 1')'as given a priority 
of one. 

With respect to proposals for legislation or for action 
by agencies that do not seek Commission funding, a prior
ity of one means livery strongly recommended.11 
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2 Should 

3 Should 
Consider 

t 

! 
I 
I 

4 May i 

Consider 

5 Eliminate 

Strongly recorrnnended--not a "must" but ,viII be considered 
I for funding ahead oi objectives ,vith lower priorities. 
In the body of the report the Hork "should" is used in 
stating objectives with a priority of t,vo. 

Recorrnnended for consdieration - included as an objective 
which has merit under specific circumstances. In the body 
of the report, the words "should consider" denote a 
priority of 3. EXCEPTION: A priority of 3 for objectives 
relating to correctional agencies denotes a need for re
search to be at least partially completed by the date in-

I dicated. 

For consideration--included for information purposes only. 
Indicated by the words (fmay considerlt in stating the ob
jective. 

Rejected. 

After the prioritization by the Corrnnission, several final reports 
were prepared in addition to this report and the accompanying Legislative 
Report. Those objectives which were rated 1 through 4 by the Corrnnission 
were incorporated into implementation reports. Six reports were prepared: 
rural law enforcement, urban law enforcement, courts, juvenile justice, 
corrections, and criminal justice information and statistics systems. 

The proposals in each report are presented in the form of a workbook 
designed to facilitate revision and updating of the proposals in future 
years. At ~?e beginning of the report there is an action list that serves 
t,vo purposes. I t serves as a table of con tents for the main body of 
the report and also shoHS at a glance the key proposals, the agency 
responsible for implementing them, and the priorities assigned to them 
by the Law Enforcement Planning Commission. Following the action list 
is the main body of the report. It is organized in the same order as 
the goals and objectives in the action list. Most objectives have attached 
to them a list of "strategies" which are various ways in which the ob
jectives might be achieved and which should be considered by the agencies 
concerned. It is important to emphasize that only the objectives, not 
the strategies, were reviewed and prioritized by the Commission. There
fore, even when an objective is given a priority of one, meaning that 
it must be achieved by the responsible agency, that does not'mean that 
any specific strategy is a "must." In somes cases, the listed strategies 
may be the only feasible way to reach a particular objective and, therefore, 
for all practical purposes may be considered to be "musts." The Commission 
wished it to be made very clear, however, that it is only the objectives 
themselves that have official priorities, and no agency is formally 
bound to any specific strategy. 
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The goals, objectives and stra~egies are further explained and 
discussed through introductions to each goal and commentaries on each 
objective or set of objectives. Most of the objectives or sets of objectives 
also have a "source" indicated. The source is the original written proposal 
from which the objective was taken. The objective may be in a form iden
tical to the original source or may have been modified to meet the needs 
and conditions of Tennessee. In some cases, no source will be listed 
because the objective w·as developed in a task group meeting or by the 
Commission itself and does not have an original written source. Also 
included are lists of references which can be used to obtain more in
formation about the problems and issues addressed by particular objectives. 
References to relevant sections of the Tennessee Code Annotated are 
also included. 

CONTINUATION OF THE STANDARDS AND GOALS PROJECT 

In order to assure that the ultimate result of the standards and 
goals project ~vill be the attainme.nt by the responsible agencies of 
the objectives specified by the TLEPC, certain follow-up activities 
will be required on the part of both the TLEPC and TLEPA. The follow-
ing sections of this report describe those actions that the HRl project 
staff believe should be undertaken in continuing the standards and goals 
project. Since the objectives that were given a priority of one will 
affect the funding of future grant applications by TLEPC, it is very 
important for TLEPA personnel to have a clear understanding of the mean
ing of that priority and to be able to explain it to agencies applying 
for funds. Therefore, before describing the various follow-up activities 
that are recommended, a more detailed explanation is given of the effects 
of assigning a priority of One to certain objectives. 

Explanation of Priority One 

At the December 16, 1975, meeting at which it adopted the stan
dards and goals priorities, the TLEPC also adopted a resolution defining 
the meaning of priority one. This resolution follo"tved considerable discussion 
by the Commission of possible ways to define and apply that priority 
level. Three basic ones were considered. 

The ~ and most stringent was that the responsible level of 
local government, e.g., county or municipality in most cases, must achieve 
all of the number one priorities for all of the criminal justice agepcies 
within its jurisdiction before it could receive funds for any other 
activities. The practical meaning of such a definition would be that 
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the failure on the part of one agen~y to meet the priority one objec
tives relevant to it would prevent the provision of TLEPC funds to all 
other agencies that w'ere part of the same local jurisdiction. If the 
sheriff, for instance, failed to meet a requirement for law enforcement 
agencies, the county could not apply for funds for a program to be carried 
out by the General Sessions Court. 

The second possible interpretation of priority one was that each 
implementing agency had to meet all of the objectives applicable to it, 
but failure by one agency within the jurisdiction to meet the objectives 
set for it would not preclude funding for another agency that had met 
its objectives. Thus, in the example given above, the sheriff's failure 
would not prevent funding for a court program. 

I 
I 

Th€l third and least restrictive interpretati.on was that an imple-
menting 'agency could obtain funds in one functional area (i.e., courts, 
juvenile justice, corrections, la,.;r enforcement) if it had met the priority 
one objectives in ~ area even if it did not meet the priority one 
objectives in a second functional area for which it ,.;ras responsible. 
Under this interpretation, a sheriff could continue to receive law en
forcement funds if he had me t all of the priority one law' enforcement 
objectives even if he had not complied with the priority one objectives 
in the field of local corrections which is also his responsibility. 

The Commission chose the second alternative and adopted the following 
resolutions concerning the meanings of standards and goals priorities: 

All number one priorities in each functional area (courts, 
corrections, juvenile justice and law enforcement) for an im
Qlementing agency shall be met before lesser priorities shall 
be financed unless an agency is precluded due to the require
ment for action by the state legislature and/or Supreme Court 
ruling or a lack of funds. 

In the resolution itself, the meaning of "a lack of funds" as a ground 
for exemption from compliance with the required objective is somewhat 

. ambiguous. However, it was understood by the committee that drafted the 
resolution and by the Commission that the meaning of that phrase is that 
if TLEPA has a grant award category under which funds could be obtained 
in order to meet the objective, and an agency applied for such funds 
but did not receive them because TLEPA did not have enough money to meet 
all requests, the agency would not be penalized for not having achieved 
that priority by the designated date. The reference to "a lack of funds" 
was not understood to mean that a sheriff's department, for instance, 
that did not comply with the requirement to supply its men with their 
uniforms could plead that there ,'las no money in its budget to supply 
uniforms. In such a case, the county court would have to recognize that 
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if it did not provide the sheriff with a budget that included funds for 
uniforms, the sheriff would not be able to receive TLEPA funds for other 
activities. A further understanding by the Commission was that if a local 
agency had not met all of its priority one objectives, that would not 
mean that it could not receive any funds from TLEPC but that it could 
receive funds only to help it meet those priority one objectives. 

The reference in the resolution to a failure by the legislature 
or the Supreme Court to act was a recognition that certain objectives 
would require either authorization by the legislature or, in the case 
of the courts, rulings by the Supreme Court. No agency will, of course, 
be penalized if it has not met an objective because either the legis
lature or the Supreme Court has failed to take actions that must precede 
those of the local agency. 

An additional understanding concerning objectives requ~r~ng Supreme 
Court action should be made clear. There are a number of cases, particularly 
among the objectives for courts, in ,vhich the Commission has given a 
one ranking to an objective that requires the Supreme Court to take an 
action, such as to adopt a certain rule of criminal procedure or to issue 
an order to trial courts concerning a particular matter. As "laS explained 
in the earlier description of the project, a priority of one, when applied 
to an objective that depends for its achievement on an agency that does 
not seek funds from TLEPC, means "very strongly recommended." In the 
case of the General Assembly, this meaning is clear and unambiguous. 
In the case of the Supreme Court, there is an element of ambiguity because 
although the court, in thp. sense of the five justices, does not seek 
funds from TLEPA, the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court does obtain 
funds for court administrative and educational projects. The Judicial 
Commi ttee o.f the Commission, ivhen they reviewed and se t the priori ties 
for the court-related objectives, agreed that it would be improper for 
the TLEPC to take the position that the Executive Secretary of the Supreme 
Court could not receive funds unless the justices, exercising their judicial 
function, adopted those procedures and rules which the Commission recommended. 
The Supreme Court should be viewed, they felt, in the same way as the 
legislature, with objectives requiring Supreme Court action being recolnmended 
rather than required. Thus, for the purposes of the standards and goals 
project, the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court is viewed as an 
agency separate from the Supreme Court itself and applications for funds 
by that office will not be affected by whether the justices have taken 
actions recommended by the TLEPC. 
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j MATERIALS AVAILABLE .TO THE TLEPA STAFF 

There are sev8ral sets of project materials that TLEPA staff should 
have available to them in carrying out further standards and goals ac
tivities. First are the specialized implementation reports in rural and 
urban law enforcement, juvenile justice, courts, corrections and CJIS. 
Second is the Legislative Report which brings together from the various 
implementation reports those objectives that require legislative action. 
The legislative report will show for each year the types of legislation 
that TLEPA staff need to draft for consideration by the General Assembly 
if the objectives prioritized by the Commission are to be carried out 
on schedule. Third is the Profile Report which ~vas completed and submi tted 
to TLEPA during the summer of 1975. The first part of the report presents 
an overvie\\T of the Tennessee criminal justice system. The second part 
presents both the survey results and other data relevant to the specific 
objectives and strategies that were reviewed by the panel. The Appendix 
of the TLEPA Report provides information on how to use and interpret 
the data contained in the second part of the Profile Report. Included 
in the Appendix is a cross reference of TLEPA planning and grant award 
categories with the objectives adopted by the Commission. Ifhere those 
objectives \\Tere among the ones reviewed by the panel, rather than having 
been added by the task forces or the COlmnission itself, the original 
identification number, kno,m as the GOS (goals, objectives, strategies) 
number of the objective is shown. With that number, it is possible to 
find the objective in part two of the Profile Report and determine the 
survey response to it. The Appendix to also provides information on how 
to read the survey response as it is recorded in the Profile Report. 

TLEPA FOLLOlv-UP ACTIVITIES 

There are several types of follow-up activities that TLEPA will 
have to undertake to carry through the standards and goals project. Those 
activities are listed and discussed beloH. In order to show clearly the 
specific things that must be done, each basic action is numbered. 

Provj.de Information to Affected Agencies 

One of the major responsibilities of TLEPA will be informing affected 
agencies of the existence of Tennessee standards and goals, in the form 
of the objectives prioritized by the Commission, and explaining to those 
agencies the implications of those objectives for them and the actions 
they must take. In most cases the affected agencies will be criminal 
justice agencies that seek TLEPC funds. Not all relevant agencies will 
be in that category, however, and they too will need to be informed of 
the results of the Commission's work if it is to have maximum impact. 
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1. Develop Distribution List for Project Implementation Reports 

TLEPA personnel should draw up a list of all of the agencies to 
which each specialized report should be distributed. In drawing up this 
list, it will be important to remember that: (1) sheriffs will need 
to receive the law enforcement, corrections, and juvenile justice reports; 
(2) all criminal justice agencies should receive the CJIS report since 
all will eventually have to comply with Tennessee CJIS requirements; 
(3) in each jurisdiction, the agency responsible for local government 
finances should receive copies of all reports since they have implica
tions for the expenditure of local funds; (4) reports asking for action 
by noncriminal justice agencies should be sent to those agencies; (5) 
the Executive Summary serves as an introduction to each report and should 
be placed at the front of each report that is distributed; (6) the Execu
tiw~ Summary alone should be distributed to groups and agencies that 
would benefit from obtaining an overview of the standards and goals project 
but have no need for one of the specialized implementation reports. 

2. Draft Letters to Precede and Accompany Reports 

Although the reports are largely self-explanatory, both with regard 
to the background and purpose of standards and goals and the implications 
for the agencies, busy officials who receive a report may just glance 
at it and lay it aside without realizing its importance to them. Even 
a letter enclosed with the report may not be carefully read. It is sug
gested that a week before the reports are due to be mailed, a letter 
be sent to the agencies that will receive them explaining that they will 
receive a report or reports and briefly pointing out the necessity to 
study the ~eports carefully. The fact that future eligibility for TLEPC 

. funding will be determined in large measure by whether an agency complies 
with certain requirements contained in the reports should be made clear. 
A briefer letter can then be sent w·ith the reports reiterating their 
importance to the agency. A different letter should be drafted to be 
sent to agencies that do not receive TLEPC funds. 

3. Hold a Briefing Session for Regional Planners 

Before any letters or reports are mailed to local agencies, TLEPA 
should hold an in-depth session for the regional law enforc~ment planners. 
The purpose of the session should be to explain in detail to the planners 
the nature of the reports, the priority one objectives that will demand 
immediate attention from local agencies, the ways in which compliance 
with objectives will be measured, the implications of priorities for 
funding and any other matters about which the planners will have to be 
informed in order to assist the local agencies. A good briefing for the 
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planners should save' much TLEPA staff time by permitting the planners 
to handle many of the questions that will inevitably arise among local 
agencies upon first receipt of the reports. 

4. Send Annual I.e tters to", Agencies 

Each year at the appropriate time in the planning cycle, a letter 
should be sent to all agencies that might apply for funds reminding them 
that they must review the standards and goals report to determine whether 
any additional priority one objectives will become applicable to them 
that year. After the first year of using the reports, agencies should 
be relatively well acquainte~ with them and a simple reminder letter 
should be enough. The best procedure would be to draft a separate letter 
to each 'type of agency and inform the agency in that letter of any new 
number one priorities coming into effect that year. 

i 

Monitor Implementation of Standards and Goals 

TLEPA will have to establish methods and procedures to determine 
whether agencies are in fact complying ",ith the objectives for which 
they have responsibility. In addition, the agencies ~.;ill have to be clearly 
informed of the type of evidence they will be expected to produce to 
show that they have complied. 

5. Determine Ho,.; to Ascertain Compliance with Each Objective 

It ;'ill be necessary for TLEPA personnel to review each prioritized 
objective and determine the type of evidence that will be considered 
necessary and sufficient to show compliance with that objective. Since 
the attention of both the local agericies and of TLEPA will necessarily 
be focused largely on objectives with a priority of one, it is suggested 
that compliance criteria first be established for all number one priorities 
that are to be applicable in 1976 and 1977. As a practical matter, it 
is unlikely that objectives with a current priority be1o'W t,.;o will have 
any effect on funding.ll Compliance criteria should be developed, therefore, 
for objectives with priorities one and two with attention being given 
to other objectives only if it seems 'likely that the Cormnission will 
raise their priority level in the course of its annual review of stan
dards and goals. (The need for annual review is discussed later.) 

11 Although priority two objectives are not directly tied to funding, 
the Commission might give priority in some planning and grant award 
categories to agencies that had complied with all of the priority 
one objectives and were also complying with or trying to comply 
with priority two objectives. In those cases, it would be necessary 
to have a means to determine whether priority two objectives were 
b,eing met. 
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In some cases, it will be very.easy to determine compliance criteria. 
In others it will be quite difficult. In order to provide some suggestions 
and guidance to TLEPA staff, three types of objectives and means for 
measuring them are discussed below. 

A. Cases in which both the action required by the objective and 
the appropriate compliance criteria are clear from the statement of the 
objective itself. There are, for instance, many objectives that call 
for the development of written policies and procedures about some matter 
that falls within the authority of a particular agency. In the case of 
those objectives, it is clear that ,vhat the agency must do it to develop 
the written documents and the obvious ,vay to show that the objective 
has been complied with is to send TLEPA a copy of the document. 

B. Cases in which the action required is clear but a decision has 
to be made concerning the appropriate compliance criteria. An example 
is Rural Law Enforcement Objective 10.2 which requires that in 1976 every 
police agency IIprovide full-time sworn employees during the first year 
of employment with additional formal training, coached field training 
and supervised field experience. tt The statement of the objective is clear 
and if an individual agency is unsure of what is meant, for instance, 
by Il coached field training" reading the strategies should clear up any 
uncertainty. How is an agency to sho,v that it has complied, however? 
The best way would be to have the agency maintain certain written records 
that would clearly support its contention that such additional training 
and experience was supplied to its new officers. The records should include, 
for instance, the names of all ne,v full-time sworn employees entering 
the department during the relevant year and, for each new officer, a 
description of the additional training received, dates on which it was 
received, and the name of the person who provided the training or coached 
field experience. For each objective of this type, it ,vill be necessary 
for TLEPA personnel to determine precisely Hhat records must be kept 
to shoH compliance. It is important not to overburden local agencies 
Hith recordkeeping, and no more should be required than is really necessary 
to prove compliance. At the same time it should be made clear to the 
agencies that they must provide adequate documentation for their claims 
of compliance. In many cases it would be helpful for TLEPA to draH up 
and distribute forms which personnel in the implementating agency could 
routinely fill out to develop the necessary written record. The use of 
such forms would help the local agency by making it easy for them to 
record the information and help TLEPA personnel by providing an easily 
reviewed, uniform system of records. 

C. Cases in Hhich both the action required and the appropriate com
pliance criteria are unclear. A good example is Rural Law Enforcement 
Objective 4.2 which says that by 1977, "Every police chief executive 
must seek to continually enhance the role of the patrol officer." The 
strategies attached to that objective list a large number of actions 
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that could be taken to enhance the role of the patrol officer. As was 
explained earlier, hOHever, only the objectives, not the strategies, 
were prioritized. Therefore no strategy has to be followed by any agency. 
In the case of this objective, TLEPA staff will have to determine Hhat 
kinds of activities a police chief executive is expected to' engage in 
in order to accomplish this objective and the proof of compliance that 
must be submitted. There are relatively few objectives of this type among 
those given a priority of one. However, in some cases it may be necessary 
to consult with the appropriate committee of the Commission or wi~h the 
Cormnission as a whole in deciding how to interpret a priority one objec
tive of this type. There are a number of priority tvo objectives of this 
sort. 

6. Inform Implementing Agencies of Criteria Used to Determine Compliance 

Once TLEPA personnel have determined the criteria to be used in 
determining compliance with each priority one or two O'bjective, it will 
be necessary to communicate that information to the resPO'nsible agencies 
so that they ~vill know \vhat proof they have to supply. They should be 
supplied with that information Hell enough ahead of time so that they 
will be able to develop the necessary records or other documentation 
required. A briefing for the regional law enforcement planners so that 
they will understand the compliance criteria would be very helpful due 
to their frequent contact with local agencies. 

7. Assure Continued Compliance with Required Objectives 

A proc'edure must be developed so that the compliance of agencies 
with all current number one priorities, not only those new~ in force 
in a given year, is checked. It would be easy for the attention of the 
staff regarding standards and goals compliance to become entirely focused 
on the new objectives requiring compliance in that year. In such a situation, 
local agencies that did not like having to comply with some earlier ob
jective might find it relatively easy to stop complying 'tvithout TLEPA's 
becoming a~vare of it. Therefore, supplying proof of compliance ~vith priori ty 
one objectives should be a cumulative process, with compliance for addi
tional objectives being checked each year, not a process in ,vhich only 
the new requirements are checked. However, over the years, as the number 
of required objectives increases, it might not be feasible to check compliance 
by all local agencies with all priority one objectives. In such a situation, 
a process of random spot checking with closer attention being paid to 
less cooperative agencies could be introduced. 
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Plan and Carry Out Evaluation of Stqndards and Goals 

In order eventually to evaluate accurately the impact of the adopted 
objectives on the criminal justice system in Tennc;~,scc, it is necessary 
to begin planning for evaluation before actual im~: '~cntation begins. 
Evaluation of many of the objectives will probably ' .. 1 ter largely on 
a comparison of the situations before and after tL: :':lplementation of 
a particular objective. That means that data neces3~ry for the evaluation 
will begin to be lost as soon as a local agency starts to put into prac
tice one of the objectives. Evaluation must, therefore, be anticipated 
and coordinated with implementation of the objectives. 

8. Develop a Systematic Plan for Evaluating the Effects of the Adopted 
Standards and Goals 

TLEPA staff should begin nm,T to develop a plan for evaluating the 
effects of the standards and goals. Several specific steps should be 
taken in developing an evalua::ion plan: 

a. Consult ~vith LEAA to determine 'what their requirements will be 
in the evaluation phase of standards and goals, and on the availa
bility of funds specifically earmarked for evaluation studies. 

b. Given the possible inability of TLEPA to engage in a systematic 
evaluation of all of the objectives, determine the criteria that 
will be used in selecting objectives for evaluation. Among criteria 
that should be considered are: relative cost of implementing 
the objective; extent of changes in the system anticipated from 
th~ implementation of the objective; current state of knowledge 
and current evaluation efforts in the particular program area 
affected by the objective; usefulness of evaluating that objec
tive in order to help the Commission to determine whether to 
change the priorities assigned to similar or related objectives; 
and assuri~g that there will be some evaluation in each specialized 
func tional area. 

c. Review existing evaluation programs while drawing up evaluation 
plans for standards and goals so that total TLEPA resources available 
for evaluation research will be used in the most efficient manner 
possible. 

d. For each objective chosen for evaluation, determine the data 
that will be needed for the evaluation process. If data must 
be recorded or collected at the local agency level, draw up forms 
that will make recordkeeping easier and more accurate and notify 
agencies of the records they are expected to keep--presumably 
as a condition of funding. 
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e. Establish an annual review ~rocess to determine which new ob
jectives will be evaluated, which old ones will continue to be 
evaluated, any need to refine evaluation techniques, etc. 

f. Where "before and after" data are needed for evaluation, make 
that clear to local agencies and obtain their cooperation in 
collecting the "before" data prior to the implementation of the 
objective Lhat will be evaluated. 

9. Take Steps to Obtain Active Cooperation of Local Agencies in 
the Evaluation Process 

It will probably be necessary to give special attention to obtaining 
the cooperation of local agencies in collecting data for the evaluation 
process. When agencies are asked to collect data for the evaluation of 
a project for which they have sought and received a grant, cooperation 
can reasonably be expected. In the case of standards and goals, some 
lack of cooperation probably has to be anticipated, however. From the 
pOint of view of many local agencies .• they are being required to take 
certain actions that they may not wish to take. Thus, they may have a 
negative attitude towards anything connected with standards and goals. 
In addition, most will view a request to keep any additional records 
as a burden. In. that case, TLEPA will have to take pains to obtain local 
cooperation in the evaluation process. When local agencies are asked 
to collect certain types of data, the need for the data and the importance 
of the evaluation process should be carefully explained. It ,vould be 
advisable to brief the regional law enforcement planners so that they 
clearly understand what the local agencies are being asked to do and 
the reasons for it. 

Prepare Needed Legislation 

The execution of some of the adopted objectives will depend on legis
lative action. The Legislative Report of this project shows which objec
tives require legislation and the nature of the legislation needed. The 
legislative report does not, however, contain any actual draft legis
lation. 

10. Develop a Plan to Assure that Needed Le8i31ation is Prepared 

Well before the legislative session begins, TLEPA staff should de
termine what pieces of legislation need to be passed in that session 
in order to keep the implementation of the standards and goals project 
on schedule. Given the delays that often accompany legislative action, 
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it would be ideal if legislation wete initially sought in the year before 
that designated by t:,e TLEPC as the year they would like to have the 
legislation adopted. Agency staff should draft the needed legislation 
or obtain the services of the staff of the Legislative Council through 
the assistance o~ ~n interested member of the legislature. Any drafted 
legislation should be carefully review·ed with the relevant connnittee 
of the TLEPC. Many of the objectives in the Courts section of this project 
will depend on legislative action, and in prioritizing those objectives, 
the Judicial Connnittee of the Connnission made it very clear that they 
were accepting only the general statement of the objective and would 
want to be consulted about any specific legislation that was drafted. 
It would be wise to obtain the concurrence of the COlmnission as a whole 
for any major pieces of draft legislation. 

11. Assure that Needed Legislation is Introduced into the General 
Assembly 

Once drafts of the needed legislation are developed, TLEPA staff 
will have to obtain the assistance of at least one legislator in order 
to have the bill introduced. TLEPA staff will have to assess the situa
tion in order to determine the best way to obtain legislative cooperation. 
The chairman of the TLEPC may be able to playa significant role in con
tacting legislators on behalf of the Governor and asking them to sponsor 
a bill. 

12. Inform Local Agencies of Legislation Being Introduced 

A program of informing local agencies when legislation related to 
standards and goals has been introduced is probably advisable. Where 
the particular piece of legislation is likely to be popular with most 
local agencies, they can be urged to contact their Senators and Represen
tatives and to engage in lobbying efforts for the bill through their 
various professional associations such as the Tennessee Sheriffs' Asso
ciation, District Attorneys General Conference, etc. There is always 
the danger, of course, that a particular bill will be unpopular and that 
local agencies will work against it. That is a danger that has to be 
run, however. TLEPA would lose its credibility if it informed local agencies 
'only of those bills it thought them likely to support. A process of not 
informing local agencies could also backfire if it became evident in 
legislative hearings that the TLEPC was asking for legislation that would 
affect local agencies but the local agencies were una,V'are of the legis
lation. Through their professional associations and newsletters and con
tacts with their representatives, local agencies are likely to be aware 
of potential legislation that ,V'ould affect them in any event. The advan
tage in TLEPA's taking an active role in informing the agencies is that 
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such action might increase TLEPA cr~dibi1ity among the agencies and provide 
an opportunity to explain the need for particular pieces of legislation 
and to marshall support for them. 

Annually Review and Update Tennessee Standards and .. ::als 

The publication of the standards and goals rel.)'!:'ts is not the end 
of the standards and goals project but marks the beginning of a new phase. 
If the standards and goals adopted by the Commission in the fall of 1975 
are to remain relevant to the needs of Tennessee, they must be review'ed 
and updated in future years. The publication of the reports in a loose
leaf form was specifically intended to make it easy to add to or change 
the reports in future years. 

13. Develop an Annual Standards and Goals Review Process 

Each year the COTImlission should review the existing standards and 
goals. Special attention should be given to those objectives that are 
scheduled for the following year. The priorities assigned to those ob
jectives should be reviewed in the light of changes that have taken place 
in the criminal justice system in the state, available resources, the 
observed effects of those objectives implemented in earlier years, etc. 
Before the Commission meeting, TLEPA staff should meet with the committees 
of the Commission to review in detail the objectives that fall w'ithin 
the sphere of each committee. Hhere TLEPA staff believes that the priority 
Or year assigned to an objective should be changed, that suggestion and 
supporting material should be introduced at the committee meeting. The 
committees .should also review objectives that ~vere given priorities of 
five, i.e., were rejected, during the first prioritization process. Changed 
condi tions or at ti tudes might 'Narran t reconsidering those 0 bj ec ti ves • 
TLEPA staff should determine before meeting with the committees whether 
any priority five objectives are particularly worthy of reconsideration. 
(The Appendix to this report lists those objectives that were rated five 
in the initial prioritization process.) In the process of doing that, 
the staff may wish to review the relevant data collected in the survey 
and project research. That data are found in part two of the project 
Profile Report. 
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A. HOH' TO USE THE PROFILE REFeRT 

As was indicated earlier in the description oC the standards and 
goals project, the Profile Report was delivered to!,EPA in the summer 
of 1975. The first part of the report is an overv:.'· .:;[ various aspects 
of the criminal justice system in Tennessee. The s ,: .. 'nll part contains 
information specifically relevant to the origina11: pri:-posed standards 
and goals. In particular, for each goal, objective and strategy, there 
is information concerning the status of the proposal under current Tennessee 
law, current practices of Tennessee criminal justice agencies relevant 
to the proposal, and the reaction of the panelists who answered the ques
donnaire that included that proposal. TLEPA pers'onnel may wish, at some 
future time, to check the information presented in the second part of 
the profile. For instance, in annually updating the standards and goals 
and considering ~vhether objectives rejected in the initial prioritization 
should be reconsidered, agency staff may ;vish to check on the evaluation 
of an objective by the panel or the information that ;vas obtained concerning 
current practices or relevant law. In order to use the data in the profile, 
it is necessary to understand two things: the use of the GOS numbers 
and the proper 't1BY to interpret the computer printout of the results 
of the survey.ll 

11 The GOS numbers of the objectives that were rejected by the Commission 
during initial prioritization are shown'in Appendix B of this report. 
The cross reference of adopted objectives with TLEPA planning and 
grant -award categories (Appendix C) also sho;vs the GOS number. Thus, 
i·t is possible to find in the profile relevant information about 
all objectives considered by the Commission. To avoid confusion, 
it should also be noted that in the final reports of the project, 
all proposals that ;vere adopted by the Connnission are re,ferred to 
as "objectives." In most cases, they ~vere also designated as "objectives" 
in the survey material. In some instances, however, tvhat had been a 
strategy or set of strategies in the survey material was prioritized 
by the Commission and given a date. Those prioritized strategies 
then became objectives in the final report, but in the survey material 
in part two of the profile, they are listed as strategies. 
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A GOS (goals, objectives, strategies) number was assigned to each 
statement in the survey material. The material was divided into 20 
"packages." The first number in the GOS sequence indicates the package 
in which that proposal was contained.l/ Thus, all proposals that were 
sent out in survey package three, for instance, begin with a number 3. 
The material in each package was divided into a goal or goals, objectives 
associated with a specific goal, and strategies associated with a par
ticular objective. If there is only one general goal for the package 
as a whole, the first number in the GOS sequence is both the package 
and the goal number. If there is more than one goal in a package, then 
the goal number is the second one in the sequence and is separated from 
the package number by a period. Package three, for instance, has more 
than one goal. The first goal is designated 3.1. The second goal is 3.2 
and so forth. The first objective under goal 3.1 is numbered 1 and sep
arated from the goal number with a period--so that it is 3.1.1. The second 
objective under that goal is 3.1.2. Strategies under an objective are 
designated by numbers starting with 1 and separated from the objective 
number by a comma. Thus, 3.1.1,1 is the first strategy under Objective 
3.1.1 which is the first objectiv8 under goal 3.1 which is the first 
goal is package 3. The numbering sequence in a package would produce 
the £oUoHing outline, for example: 

3.1 Goal 

3.1.1 Objective 

3.1.1,1 Strategy 

3.1.1,2 Strategy 

3.1.1,3 Strategy 

3.1.2 Objective 

3.1.2,1 Strategy 

3.1.2,2 Strategy 

3.1.2,3 Strategy 

3.1.3 Objective 

3.1. 3,1 S tra tegy 

1/ For clarity, it should be noted that the numbers of the package that 
were sent out in the survey and that are used in this report are 
not precisely the same as the numbers given in the list of packages. 
at the beginning of this report. Because of the way the project 
evolved, there was no package ~oJith a number of 16. The packages 
listed earlier as 16 through 20 actually have the numbers of 17 
through 21 although there is a total of only 20 packages. 
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3.1.3,2 Strategy 

3.2 Goal 

3.2.1 Objective 

3.2.1,1 Strategy 

3.2.2,2 Strategy, etc. 

The table of contents of part two of the profile shows ~he location 
of each package. In some cases a package does not appear as a ~vhole but 
various parts of it appear in different sections of the report. By check
ing the table of contents, however, it is possible to find the location 
of any proposal. 

In part two of the profile, the left hand page gives the statement 
of the goal, objective or strategy. The related information is on the 
right hand page directly across from the goal, objective or strategy. 
ThG right hand page has t,vo columns. In the left hand column is (l sumnary 
of the legal research releva,1t to the particular state:ment and a surr.mary 
of current practices in Tennessee agencies. The right hand colulnn con
tains the results of the survey. The information on 1m., and practice 
is self-explanatory. The interpretation of the survey results is discussed 
below. 

Given below is an example of the survey results as contained in 
the profile. On the first line is the GOS number (17.1.1,1), the date 
the computer analysis 'vas done (08/14/75), and the numbel." of people who 
replied to "that package (30). The data below that are organized into 
seven columns that contain information about each of the seven questions 
that were asked of the panelists. The letters on the last line of eoch 
columns C, P, A, etc., are abbreviations for the questions that were 
asked. In order to understand the survey date, it is important to under
stand the questions the panelists were ans\vering. 

17.1.1,1 08/14/75. 30 

4.71 2.13 4.23 4.19 4.21 3.95 3.50 

28. 24. 30. 27. 28. 21. 26. 

93. 21. 83. 81. 79. 71. 50. 

o. 63. 7. 4. 7. 5. 15. 

0 P A R B C L 
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Explanation of Survey Questions 

Code: Panelists Hore asked to use numbers to indicate their response. 
The meaning assigned to the numbers was as follows: 

5 Very high 

4 High 

3 Medium 

2 Low 

1 Very low 

o No opinion 

guestions: Each panelist was asked to ans"Ter seven questions for each 
rated item. The list below shows the abbreviation that desig
nates the question on the computer ?rintout, the one word 
term that ~.,as used to designate that question on the ques
tionnaire, and the explanation of the question that was given 
to the panelists in the instruction booklet. 

£ = Clarity: Do you personally understand the Goal, Objective 
or Strategy. Hrite in 2. if it is very clear, 1. 
if you do not understand it al all. Use the numbers 
2, 3, or 4 for degrees of understanding. If you 
answer 1., you need not rate practice, acceptance, 
related, benefit, cost Or likelihood. 

P = ?ractice: Is this Goal, Objective, or Strategy currently 
in practice in your agency and/or community? Hrit2 
in 2. if it is exactly practiced as ~itten. Use 
a ~ for almost, 1 for somewhat, £ for a little, 
and 1. for no practice. If you do not know place 
an X in the appropriate space. 

A = Ac~eptance: Is the Goal, Objective or Strategy personally accept
able to you: Are you in favor of it? Use a 1. to 
indicate a strong no and 2. to indicate a strong 
yes. Use 2, 3, and 4 to indicate degrees between 
the two. 

R = Related: Is the Goal, Objective or Strategy related to a 
problem or a need in your agency and/or community. 
Please be careful and indicate if it is related 
to a need even if you are personally against it. 
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B = Benefit: How greatly will the proposed Goal, Objective, 
or Strategy help your agency or corrununity if put 
into practice? If it is already in practice, how 
is it helping now? 

£. = Cost: In your opinion, what will b· the costs, in money 
and people's time, of putt'Ll:: :.h1s program into 
practice? 

L = Likelihood: How likely do you think this ~,rogram is to be 
put into practice in Tennessee? 

Year: Each objective has a year attached to it. Under the computer printout 
of the survey results for objectives is added the average year 
for implementation suggested by the panelists. The instructions 
they were given concerning the year were as follows: 

Each of the Objectives has a year ~tated. If you disagree 
with the year stated put in the year that you realistically 
would like to see the Objective reached ••• If you disagree 
with the Objective ,rrite in!i for "NEVER." 

Returning to the computer printout of the ans,vers to 17.1.1,1, "He 
see that the analysis of the ans,vers to each question is found in the 
column above the abbreviation for that question. The first line in the 
column shows the mean of the anSI'7ers to that question. In our example, 
for instance, the mean anSiver to the question of clarity was L~. 71, in
dicating that the proposal was very clear. The mean answer to the ques
tion of acceptance was 4.23 indicating that the proposal was also highly 
acceptable to the panelis ts. The second line' in the column sho,vs the 
number of people who answered that specific question. Not everyone w"ho 
answered a-questionnaire as a whole necessarily answered each question. 
In our example, of the 30 persons who replied to package 17, 28 rated 
the clarity of this particular proposal while 30 rated its acceptability. 
The third line shows the percentage of answers to each question that 
were either a 4 or 5, that is ans,vers that were either "very high" Or 
"high." Ninety-three percent rated the clarity high or very high and 
83 percent rated the acceptability as high or very high. The fourth line 
is the percentage of ans,vers to that question that ,vere either 1 Or 2, 
that is, "very lou" or "low." 
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B. OBJECTIVES REJECTED BY THE COHHISSION DURING INITIAL PRIORITIZATION 

Introduction 

Listed below are the objectives to which the TLEPC gave a priority 
rating of 5 (reject) during the prioritization meeting held in December, 
1975. They are listed here so that if circumstances warrant at some time 
in the future, they can be presented to the Commission again for considera
tion. They are grouped by subject area: law enforcement, corrections, 
juvenile justice and courts. Preceeding each objective is its original 
GOS nvmber--unless it was a proposal developed in the task group meetings 
in which case that is indicated. If TLEPA personnel wish to look up the 
survey data in part two of the Profile Report, they can use the GOS number 
to locate the proposal. The table of contents to that portion of the 
profile lists the location of the various proposals by their GOS number. 
In some cases the statement of the objective as presented to the Commission 
varies somevlhat from the one included in the survey because it was amended 
by the task groups. 

La,v Enforcement 

21.1.2,5 

Corrections 

20.2.2,2 

9.7,6 

21.2.4,9 

Every police agency employee should be allmved by legislation 
to engage in collective negotiations in arriving at terms 
and conditions for employment. 

All courthouses should have pretrial detention facilities 
located near the courthouse. 

Every jurisdiction should have a method by which collateral 
effects of a criminal record can be avoided or mitigated 
following a term of probation. 

There should be no distinction bet,veen misdemeanor and 
felony probation organization, manpower or services. 

15.8,16 Regional administration of the parole system should be 
established. 

21.1.2,16 Legislation should be enacted prohibiting correctional 
employees from participating in any concerted ,vork stoppage 
or job action. 
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21.2 • .4 Legislation should be enacted entrusting operation of 
correctional programs to 'professionally trained individuals 
and to protect the positions from political pressure. 

Task Group A Correction Commission should be established by the 
legislature. The purpose of this Commission will be to 
select a Commissioner of Correction iVho shall be respon
sible for the administration of the Department of Correction, 
including the selection of institutional managers. This 
Correction Commission will consist of 7 persons, each 

, 
I 

21. 2.4,4' 

1.2.1,6 

I to be appointed to staggered terms by a bi-partisan legis
lative committee. 

Cor~ectional agenCies should develop policies to abandon 
the image of corrections as military agencies by abolishing 
military terms and titles, discontinuing use of uniforms, 
etc. 

Police agencies should turn over all detention and correc
tional facilities to appropriate county, regional or 
s ta te agencies. 

Legislation should provide for state funds similar to 
unemployment benefits to be made available to offenders 
and exoffenders until they find a job. 

17.2.4,8 Community action agencies should develop programs to 
provide job opportunities for offenders and exoffenders. 

13.2.2,7 In locating work release programs, high priority should 
be given to the proximity of job opportunities. 

Juvenile Justice and Programs 

11.2.1,1 

Courts 

4.1.1,4 

7.1 

Legislation should be passed plaCing the jurisdiction 
presently vested in juvenile courts in a family court. 

District Attorneys should assist police in developing 
guidelines for screening when taking persons into custody. 

Legislation and court procec1ures should be adopted to 
abolish plea bargaining. 
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7.2 

8.1,8 

8.1,9-
8.1,14 

8.2,19-
8.2,22 

Task Group 

3.2.1,9 

12.1.1,13 
12.1.1,14 

8.2 
8.2,4 
8.2,18 

8.11 and 
all stra
tegies 

The Supreme Court or the.General Assembly should adopt 
rules of procedure and policies so that the courts' dis
cretion will be exercised to control plea bargaining 
and provide for equal treatment of defendants and proper 
disposition of cases. 

Adopt legislation authorizing temporary reassignment 
of DA's, defense counsel, and others essential to trial 
of a criminal case. 

Adopt legislation embocying ABA recommendations for guaran
teeing speedy trial to those already imprisoned. 

The Supreme Court or legislature should adopt rules governing 
the behavior of the prosecutor in dealing with grand 
juries and when charging by information. 

Change Tennessee lmy so that immunity ,yill no longer 
be granted automatically to \vitnesses compelled to testify 
before a grand jury. 

Courts and law enforcement agencies should adopt policies 
and procedures to assure that arrested persons are given 
prompt access to a judicial officer and are considered 
for pretrial release. (No action taken, present policies 
and procedures considered sufficient.) 

Legislation should establish procedures to dismiss charges 
against accused persons found to me mentally incompetent 

.and unlikely to regain competence. (Present procedures 
considered sufficient.) 

Adopt legislation defining rights of persons detained 
while awaiting trial and authorizing class action suits 
to challenge nature of detention and alleged violation 
of rights. 

Adopt legislation eliminating preliminary hearings in 
misdemeanor cases and in cases in which a grand jury 
has issued an indictment. (No action pending issuing 
of suggested new rules of criminal procedures by the 
Supreme Court.) 

Either through legislation Or rules established by the 
Supreme Court, provide rules for pretrial discovery, 
including: 
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8.5,2 
8.5,3 

8.5,4 

8.5,8 

1. Disclosures that must'be made by the prosecution 

2. Disclosures that must be made by the defense 

3. Materials exempted from disclosure 

4. Penalties for failing to comply with cisc10sures that 
must be made by the defense 

(No action pending issuing by Supreme Court of suggested 
new rules of criminal procedures.) 

Legislation should permit joinder of the cases of two 
defendants or joinder of two or more offenses charged 
to one defendant. 

Legislation should provide that when two or more offenses 
have been joined for trial, the court should grant severance 
upon request of either prosecution or defense when necessary 
for fair determination of guilt or innocence. 

Legislation should give the court the authority to join 
or sever offenses or defendants on its o,m initiative. 

Task Group Guidelines governing joinder and severance should be 
established by the Supreme Court and administered by 
local courts. 

8.10,1 to 
8.1O,lf 

8.9,5 

8.7,8 

8.3,1 

9.1,1 
9.1,2 
9.1,3 

Legislation and court rules should be adopted specifying 
circumstances in \vhich (1) a jury trial is not required; 
~(2) juries may be smaller than 12; (3) situations requiring 
less than a unanimous verdict. 

The constitution should be amended to pel1mit judges to 
comnent to the jury on the evidence and to summarize 
it. 

Supreme Court rules or legislation should permit a judge 
to instruct the jury on principles of law or the applica
bility of evidence to the issues. 

Legislation should be passed providing that if a'judge 
is unable to continue, another judge may proceed and 
finish the trial. 

Legislation should classify all crimes into not more 
than 10 categories and provide maximum sentences of not 
more than 5 years except for specified crimes and for 
dangerous and persistent offenders \vho may be sentenced 
for terms up to 25 years. 
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9.1,5 
9.1,6 

9.1,8 

9.1,18 
9.1,19 
9.1,20 

9.2,1 

9.3,1 
9.3,2 
9.3,3 

9.5 

9.7 
9.7,1 

Task Group 

Adopt legislation to pro'; that except for the crime 
of murder, there should 1:, , .... '" mandatory sentences or 
ineligibility for disposi::ons other than incarceration. 

Legislation should provide the court with wide discretion 
in determining penaltie5 and choosing dispositions other 
than incarceration. 

Adopt legislation to provide that sentencing courts should 
have continuing jurisdiction over offenders, and be authorized 
to reduce a sentence or modify its terms. The correctional 
agency or the offender should be able to ask the court 
to consider modifying the sentence. 

Legislation should establish specific criteria governing 
the sentencing of offenders to extended terms, including 
minimum sentences before eligibility for parole, latitude 
of the parole board in ivaiving the minimum sentence, 
and use of psychiatric examinations in sentencing dangerous 
offenders. 

Adopt legislation specifying criteria to be used in sen
tencing offenders convicted of multiple offenses. 

Adopt legislation specifying situations in which a pre
sentence report should be required. 

~egislation should provide probation as an alternative 
for all offenders. 

Legislation should provide probation as an alternative 
for all offenders where the maximum penalty provided 
by law is not more than 15 years. 

Direct appeal and post conviction remedies should be 
unified so that appeal will be limited to one full review 
of conviction and sentence extending to the entire case. 

10.1 
10.1,2 
10.1,3 
10.1,1 (a) If appeal and postconviction remedies are not unified, 

10.1,17 

12.2.1 
12.12.,1 
12.2.2 
12.2.2,20 

the defendant should be entitled to only one dir~ct appeal 
and one postconviction appeal. 

Transcripts should be supplied at public expense. (Already 
supplied in indigent cases.) 

Legislation should provide for judicial review of the 
actions of correctional agencies alleged to have infringed 
on the rights of offenders and for judicial remedies 
\vhen an offender's rights have been abridged. 
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21.2.5,1 
21.1. 4, 3 
21.1. 4, 4 

21.1. 4,3 

The method of selecting judges in Tennessee should be 
changed from election to selection process based on the 
Missouri plan. 

Require a mandatory retirement age of 65 =or judges unless 
asked to sit for limited periods when ~:,. ·,-ices of retired 
judges are needed. 

Task Group Require an absolute retirement deadlines of 75 for judges 
unless asked to sit for limited periods Ivhen services 
of retired judges are needed. 

Task Group Provide that a judge cannot run for re-election subsequent 
to reaching age 65 but may finish the balance of his 
term after reaching 65 and continue provision permitting 
Supreme Court to ask retired judges to sit temporarily. 

21. L 4, 7 Create a judicial conduct commission with the pow'er to 
remove judges found to be incompetent or guilty of mis
conduct--''lithout having to resort to impeachment process. 

15.5,1 Unify all trial level courts into a single court i'lith 
general jurisdiction. 

15.5,39 The state should finance all expenses of the state court 
system except for courtrooms and other space which should 
be provided by local governments. 

8.12 Legislation should be enacted to make all traffic violations 

17.1.2,1 
17.1.2,2 
17.1.2,3 
17.1.2,4 
17.1.2,6 

~subject to administrative disposition except for specified 
serious offenses. 

Establish in each judicial district and for the state 
court system as a whole a coordinating council 'I'lith rep
resentatives from all areas of the criminal justice system 
and from the public, to improve the working of the court 
system, its coordination with other criminal justice 
agencies and the understanding of the courts by the public. 
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9. CROSS REFERF.NCE OF OBJECTIVES WITH TLEP A PLANNING AND 
GRANT AWARD CATEGORIES 

Introduction 

This appendix \"ill assist TLEPA staff by showing the relationship 
of the prioritized objectives to TLEPA planning and grant award cate
gories. The objectives related to each category are listed under that 
category. The numbers attached to the objectives are the same numbers 
that they have in the implementation reports. Also shown are the year 
and priority assigned by the Commission and the original GOS number. 
The GOS number can be used to find the survey information related to 
that objective that is located in part two of the Profile Report. The 
use of the GOS numbers and the profile is explained in Appendix A of 
this report. , 

The letters preceding the number for each objective indicates 
the implementation report in i'lhich that objective can be found. The 
meaning of the letters is as follows: 

LE - Law Enforcement 

CT - Courts 

C - Corrections 

~ - Juvenile Justice 

IS - Criminal Justice Information System 

STANDARDS AND GOALS ACTION LIST - PRIORITIZED OBJECTIVES 

A-I Local and Regional Planning 

None 

A-2 State Agency Planning 

None 
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A-3 Evaluation 

LE 6.8 Every police agency, which has estab
lished specialties should consider Rn 
annual, formal review of each special::: to 
determine its effectiveness in helpin> ~v 

achieve agency goals and objectives. 

J 10.4 Consideration should be given to eval
uating each youth services bureau in 
terms of its effectiveness. 

A- Lf Research 

None 

A-S Technical Assistance 

I.E 7.1 Every police agency should establish 
liaison with professionals outside the 
police service who have expertise that 
can contribute to effective and efficient 
performance beyond the capabilities of 
agency employees. 

B-1 Criminal Justice Information System 

LE 7.3 

IS 1.1 

IS 1.2 

Every police agency should establish 
a standardized system for secure and 
efficient storage, classification, 
retrieval and disposition of items of 
evidentiary or other value. 

TLEPC very strongl~ recommends that 
statutory authority be established for the 
development and operation of the state 
level information and statistical 
system. 

The state ~ establish a plan for the 
development of information and statistical 
systems and advise local levels to assure 
coordination with the state system. 
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1977 3 21.1.6,6 

1981 3 5.4 

1978 2 21.1.5,t'I 

1977 2 ·2.6,4 

1976 1 19.1,4 

1976 1 19.1, 7 



IS 1.3 

IS 1.4 

, 
I 
I 

IS 1..5 

IS 1.6 

IS 1.7 

IS 1.8 

IS 1.9 

The Tennessee Information and Enforcement 1976 
System (TIES) must establish user groups 
that include state, regional and local rep
resentatives cf law enforcement, courts and 
correction. User groups shall serve in an 
advisory capacity to the Comnissioner of 
Safety only. 

Every locality should be serviced by a 1980 
local criminal justice information system 
(LCJIS) which supports the needs of criminal 
justice agencies. 

Every component agency of the criminal 
justice system should be served by an in
formation system which supports its intra
agency needs. 

If not economically feasible to establish 
local information support functions, these 
services !!}£2..!:. be provided tbrough consolida
tion of adjacent units at the same organiza
tional level or by the establishment of a 
"surrogate" at the next higher organizational 
level. 

1980 

1976 

TLEPC must prepare for approval by the 1976 
Governor, regulations to strictly limit 
system access to agencies demonstrating 
a need and a right to know, subject to the 
Tennessee Administrative Procedures Act. 

Each event involving an arrested individual 1977 
~ be recorded by the appropriate agency 
shortly after the event's occurrence. The 
file ~ originate in the arresting agency. 

All criminal offender record information 1977 
must be stored in a computer dedicated solely 
to and controlled by criminal justice agencies. 

IS 1.10 The collection of data to satisfy both the 
Offender-Based Transaction Statistice 
(OBTS) and the Computerized Criminal His
tory (CCH) systems should be gathered from 
operating criminal justice agencies in a 
single collection. 

1977 
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1 19.1,2 

2 19.2 

2 19.3 

1 19.2,2 

1 19.4,3 

1 19.1,11 

1 19.5,8 

2 19.5,4 



IS loll Files created as da ta bases for OBTS und 1977 
CCH systems, should be developed sirmll-
taneously and maintained as much as possible 
within a single activity. 

IS 1.12 Data for the Uniform Crime Reports ~.~;"' .. ~~ 1977 
be expanded to include data from OBTS '_ C 

facili tate crime oriented research. 

IS 1.13 With the exception of intelligence files 1977 
collection of criminal justice informa-
tion concerning individuals should be 
triggered only by a formal event in the 
criminal justice process and contain only 
verifiable data. 

IS 1.14 Every police agency should have a well
defined functioning information system. 

IS 1.15 Court information systems, serving the 
judge, prosecutor, defense attorney and 
probation officer ~~ld include necessary 
data. 

IS 1.16 Corrections information system should 
include necessary data. 

IS 1.17 The corrections system should collect, 
store, analyze and display information 

,.. for planning, operational control, 
offender tracking and program review 
for all state and county correctional 
programs and agencies. 

IS 1.18 All but the largest components of the 
correction system should have a small 
information and statistics section capable 
of producing periodic reports and analyzing 
and interpreting policy and decision
making. 

IS 1.19 The performance of the correction should 
be evaluated on two levels. 
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Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

2 19.5,5 

2 19.1,13 

2 19.5,6 

2 19.3,1 

2 19.3,6 

2 19.3,7 

2 19.3,8 

2 19.3,11 

2 19.3,13 



B-2 Law Enforcement Con~unication Svstem 

LE lh1 

LE 4.5 

LE 4.7 

LE 4.8 

Twenty-four hour a day police services 1978 
~ be provided for all parts of the state. 

Every police agency should assign 1977 
civilian personnel to those positions 
that do not require exercise of police 
authority or the special knowledge, skills 
and aptitude of the professional police 
officer. 

Response time on emergency ca11s--from 1978 
receipt of call to message radio transmission-
should not exceed 2 minutes (1 minute by 1978) 
nor 6 minutes (4 minutes by 1978) 

Police communications systems ~ be 
developed that will provide rapid means 
for reporting crimes and dispatching 
and coordinating police units. 

All phone calls to police conununica
tion centers ~ be recorded. 

1977 

1978 

C-1 Improvement of Con~unity Relations 

LE 3.1 Each police agency should establish joint 1979 
police-community crime prevention programs. 

J 4.2 It is strongly recommended that police 1979 
agencies establish programs and use police 
agency employees to inform the public of 
the police's defined police role. 

J 4.3 Police agencies should consider obtaining 1979 
the active involvement of parents, teachers 
and professional organizations in educating 
the youth as to the ill effects of drugs 
and providing alternatives to drugs. 

D-1 Administrative Assistance 

LE 1.1 Each police agency ~ develop written 
policies, objectives, priorities and pro
cedures covering the various functions of 
the agency and its component parts. 
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1977 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 

15.1 

21.1.6,7 

19.6,6 

19.6 

19.6,3 

17.2.3 
2.3 

l7.2.2,1A 

17.2.3,6 

15.2 



LE 1.2 

LE 1.3 

/ 

i 
LE i.4 

! 

LE L~.l~ 

LE 5.2 

LE 9.3 

Each police agency shoul~ develop written 1976 
policy statements that publicly establish 
the limits of police discretion, provide 
guidelines for its exercise within those 
limits, and eliminate discriminatory en
forcement of the law. 

Each police chief executive should consider 1977 
adopting a written policy statement acknow
ledging the role of the news media and es
tablish liaison between the agency and the 
media. 

Each police agency should establish a 1978 
cost accounting system which records costs 
of agency programs. 

Every police chief executive ~~ develop 1978 
written policy governing agency action in 
juvenile matters, including detection, 
deterrence and prevention of delinquent 
behavior and juvenile crime. 

If the General Assembly authorizes cita- 1978 
tions and summons in lieu of arrest, as is 
recommended in Objective 5.1, then by 1978, 
each local police agency should formulate 
in writing procedures for the use of summonses, 
citations and arrest warrants. 

The General Assembly and local governments 
shouhd consider establishing a formal 
salary structure based on a systematic 
classification of all law enforcement 
positions. 

1978 

LE 9.4 Local governments ~ expand classifica
tion and pay systems to provide greater 
advancement opportunities within the 
patrol ranks. 

1977 

LE 9.6 Every police chief executive ~ assume 
administrative control of the promotion 
and advancement system to insure that only 
the best qualified personnel are promoted 
or advanced. 
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1980 

2 15.2,19 

3 17.2.2,4 

2 

1 11.1.1,1 

2 3.1.1 

3 21. 4.1 

1 15.2,13 

1 21. 3.7,15 



LE 13.1 Every police chief executive should 
implement positive programs and techniques 
to prevent employee misconduct and to en
courage self-discipline. 

LE 13.2 Every police agency should designate per
sonnel to conduct investigations of com
plaints. Personnel should be responsible 
to the police chief executive. 

I 

LE 14.1 Every police agency should consider es-

J 1.3 

tablishment of uniform procedures that 
goyern employee organizations and inter
personal relations. 

Law enforcement chief executives must 
develop written policy governing agency 
action in juvenile matters, including 
detection, det~rrence, Bcd prevention 
of delinquent behavior and juvenile crime. 

D-2 Patrol Doplovmont Plans .-..-

None 

D-3 Contracting and Consolidating Law Enforcement Services 

1977 

1977 

1978 

1978 

LE 2.1 Each police agency should participate in 1978 
cooperative planning with all other govern
mental subdivisions of the jurisdiction when such 
planning can have an effect on crime, public 
safety, or efficient police operations. 

E-l Drug Abuse Enforcement 

LE 6.4 Every police agency shoul.£ ackno~\Tledge the 1977 
direct relationship bet,vean narcotic and drug 
offenses and other criminal activity, and 
should have available a narcotic and drug in
vestigation capability based on that acknovl
ledgement. 
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2 21.1.3 

2 21.1.3,10 

3 21.1.2 

3 11.1.1,1 

2 17.1.1,7 

2 TF 



E-2 Organized Crime Control 

None 

E-3 Reduction of Part I Offenses 

None 

E-4 Crime Laboratory Services 

None 

E~5 Improvement of Investigative Techniques 

LE 6.1 Each police agency ~hould have the capa
city to conduct thorough criminal in
vestigations. 

1977 

LE 6.2 Each police agency should insure its capa- 1977 
bility to conduct effective vice operations. 
These operations should be capable of reducing 
the incidence of vice crimes and related 
criminal activity. 

LE 6.3 Each police agency should establish and 1977 
maintain the capability to gather and eval-
uate information and to disseminate intelli
gence in a manner which protects every in
dividual's right to privacy while it curtails 
organized crime and public disorder. 

LE 6.6 Every police agency with more than 15 sworn 1978 
personnel should develop juvenile investiga-
tion capabilities. 

LE 7.3 Every police agency should establish a 1977 
standardized system for secure and efficient 
storage, classification, retrieval and dis
position of items of evidentiary Or other value. 

J 1.4 It is strongly recommended that law en
forcement agencies in which more than 15 
persons are employed develop juvenile in
vestigation capabilities. 

J 1.5 It is strongly recommended that law en
forcement agencies in which more than 75 
persons are employed establish juvenile 
unit.s. 
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1978 

1978 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2.4 
2. q., 11 

2.4,9 
2.4,11 

2.4,9 
2.4,11 

11.1.1,4 

2.6,4 

11.1.1,2 

11.1.1,3 



F-l P~etrial RelcnsQ 

CT 4.1 

CT 4.2 

CT 4.4 
J 

CT 4.6 

Increase alternatives to release on bond 
but permit imposition of specific condi
tions during release period. 

Eliminate private bail bond agencies from 
the pretrial release process. 

Coordinate investigative services for pre
trial release, diversion and referral 
programs. 

Further define the procedures and con
ditions for pretrial release of persons 
alleged or adjudged incompetent to stand 
trial. 

1978 

1978 

1977 

1978 

C 2e Lf Each conrrnunity of more than 100,000 must 1977 
develop staff and procedures to inves ti-
gate arrested adult defendants for possible 
release on recognizance while awaiting 
trial. 

F-2 Pretrial (Drug Abuse) Diversion 

CT 1.1 Appropriate sufficient funds to implement 
diversion programs. 

CT 1.2 . Implement authorized diversion programs. 

1977 

1977 

CT 4.4 Coordinate investigative services for pre- 1978 
trial release, diversion and referral program. 

C 6.1 Conrrnitment of drug addicts should be to 1977 
mental health facilities for treatment prior 
to confinement. 

F-3 Pretrial (General Criminal) Diversion 

CT 1.J. 

CT 1.2 

Appropriate sufficient funds to implement 
authorized diversion programs. 

Implement authorized diversion programs. 
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1977 

1977 

3 3.2.1,2-5 

1 3.2.1,8 

2 3.3.1 

3 3.2.1,9 

1 3.3.1,4 

1 TLEPC 

4 4.2,1 

1 3.2.1,8 

2 13.3.1,1 

1 TLEPC 

4 4.2.1 



CT 4.4 Coordinate investigative services for pre- 1978 
trial release, diversion and referral program. 

C 6.2 Psychotic offenders should be transferred 
to mental health facilities. 

G-l Indigent Defense 

CT 2.2 Adopt and enforce ABA recommended stan
dards for defense counsel in conducting 
plea negotiations. 

CT 13.3 Develop procedures to provide witnesses 
with needed information and to reduce 
time witnesses have to spend in court. 

CT 15.1 Establish a state supported, full time 
public defender organization in all 
judicial districts, including: 

a. election of public defenders on a 
nonpartisan basis 

b. provision of adequate staff, sup
portive services and funding 

c. adequate compensation for defenders 
and their assistants. 

G-2 Educational Research Assistance for Prosecutors 

IS 1.15 Court information systems, serving the 
judge, prosecutor, defense attorney and 
probation officer should include necessary 
data. 

G-3 Records Keeping for Prosecutors 

CT 14.3 Develop a detailed statement of office 
practices and policies. 

G-4 Administrative Support for Prosecutors 

CT 2.1 

CT 5.6 

Develop written policies and procedures 
governing plea negotiations. 

Develop written policies and procedures 
to establish clear priorities for the 
hearing of cases. 
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1972 

1976 

1977 

1979 

Byd 
1980 

1977 

1976 

1976 

1 

2 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

4 

3.2.1,8 

13.3.1,5 

7.5 

17.2.2,7 
8.6,3 

12.1.2 
12.1.1,1-2 
21.2.5,6 
21.1.5,7 
21.4.1,10-11 

19.3,6 

15.4 
15. [1-, 1-2 

7.3 
7.4 

8.2,1-3 



CT 5.7 In taking cases to grand jury, give 
priority to cases of persons held in jail 
pending indictment. 

CT 13.3 Develop procedures to provide wit
nesses with needed information and to 
reduce time witnesses have to spend in 
court. 

CT 14.1 Provide for all Assistant DAIs to be 
full time and prohibited from engaging 
in outside law practice. 

CT 14.2 Assure sufficient compensation, facili
ties for and training of District 
Attorneys and their assistant. 

CT 14.3 Develop a detailed statement of office 
practices and policies. 

1976 

1977 

1977 

1976 

1977 

CT 14.4 Establish active cooperation with other 1977 
criminal justice agencies and with the pUblic. 

IS 1.15 Court information systems, serving the 
judge, prosecutor, defense attorney and 
probation officer should include necessary 
data. 

G-5 Citizen Dispute Services 

None 

G-6 Administrative Services to Effect Judicial Changes 

Byd 
1980 

CT 5.1 Specify maximum allowable delays for feJony 1978 
and misdemeanor trials and for retrials. 

CT 5.2 

CT 5.3 

Redistrict judicial circuits to equalize 1976 
caseloads. 

Establish time limits for the holding of 
preliminary hearings and for the waiver 
by a defendant of his right to a pre
liminary hearing. 
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1.9.78 

2 TLEPC 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

3 

17.2.2,7 
8.6,3 

21.2.5,5 

21.4.1,10-11 
21.1.5,4 

15 ~ 4 
15.4,1-2 

19.3,6 

8.1 
8.1.1-7 

8.1,8 

8.2,5-6 



CT 5.4 Adopt rules for misdemeanor cases that 
would require submission of motions for 

CT 5.5 

CT 5.6 
I 

I 
CT 5.8 

CT 6.2 

CT 6.3 

a nonjury trial within a specified time 
before trial and would establish procedures 
to expedite hearings on motions. 

Adopt rules for felony cases setting 
time limits for filing, hearing and ruling 
on pretrial motions. 

Develop written policies and procedures 
to establish clear priorities for the 
hearing of cases. 

Provide through a written rule of court 
for continuances to be granted only when 
good cause is shown in a written motion. 

Adopt standards for jury trial relating 
to use of court time, judge's role in 
providing guidance to jury, taking of 
notes by jury, review of testimony and 
examination of evidence by jury. 

Adopt rules forbidding appearance 
of defendants or witnesses in prison 
attire and defining conditions requiring 
physical restraint or removal of defendant 
from courtroom. 

CT 6.4 • Study use of exclusionary rule. 

1976 

1976 

1976 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1978 

CT 7.1 Establish system of bifurcated trials 1977 

CT 8.1 

CT 8.3 

with separate disposition hearing before 
same jury that found the defendant guilty. 

Establish time limits for filing motions 1977 
for a new trial and amendments thereto 
and for hearing and disposing of such 
motions. 
Provide Supreme Court with jurisdiction 1976 
to review Court of Criminal Appeals 
decisions upon certification by that court 
that a case should be decided by the Supreme 
Court. 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

1 

1 

, 
8.2,9-10 

8.2,11-13 

8.2,1-3 

8.2,26 

8.9 

8.7,6 
8.7,19 

8.14 

9.6 

10.1,5-7 

10.2,6 



CT 8.4 Remove original appellate jurisdiction in 1976 . 
workmen's compensation cases from the Supreme 
Court. 

CT 10.1 Reorganize general sessions and juvenile 1978 
courts into a circuit general sessions court 
tha t is s tate funded, has la,'ryer judges and 
is a court not of record. 

CT 11.1 Provide for local administrative authority 1977 
in each trial jurisdiction to be vested in a 
presiding judge and for full time trial court 
administrators in large circuits. 

CT 13.1 Assure adequate facilities and procedures 1978 
for providing information about the courts 
to the public and for receiving complaints 
and suggestions from the public. 

CT 13.2 Adopt rules prohibiting court personnel 1977 
from unauthorized disclosure of information 
about a pending case. 

CT 13.3 Develop procedures to provide witnesses 1977 
Hith needed information and to reduce time 
witnesses have to spend in court. 

G-7 Administrative Personnel Support 

None 

G-8 Judicial Services Administrative S~pport 

CT 8.2 Adopt rules and procedures to make trial 
transcripts available quickly and to avoid 
unnecessary transcribing and reproduction 
of trial records. 

G-9 Improved Procedures for Judicial Services 

None 

B-1 R~g}onal Corn'!ct'ional Centers 

None 

1977 

1 

3 

3 

3 

4 

1 

1 

10.2,6 

TF 

15.5,5-7 

17.2.2 
17.2.2,5 
17.2.2,6 
17.2.2,11 

12.1.1,23 
12.1.1,24 

10.1,8 
10.1,11 
10.1,13 



H-2 Diagnostic Services 

C 2.1 

I 
i 

C 4.2 

C 4.3 

C 4.4 

C 4.5 

C 7.3 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 
include policies and procedures governing 
adult intake services. 

Counties with 50,000 and up population 
should establish centrally coordinated and 
directed adult intake services. 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 
include a stapdardized classification system. 

1977 

1977 

1978 

Each correctional agency, whether 1978 
community-based or institutional, should 
immediately reexamine its classification 
system and reorganize it. 

The classification system must be in 1978 
written form specifying its objectives, 
major factors in classifying each indi-
vidual means for classifying and structure. 

Comprehensive treatment programs should 1978 
implement the recommendations of the 
Tennessee Classification and Diagnostic 
Center. 

Planning and operation of community classi 1977 
fication teams should involve state and 
local correctional personnel, personnel 
of specific community based programs, police, 
court and public representatives. 

Counties with population of 50,000 and 1977 
over must establish a system of classi-
fication to form a basis for residential 
assignment and program planning for in
dividuals. 

H-3 Treatment Services 

C 2.3 Counties with 50,000 and up population 
should arrange for specialized services to 
be purchased in the community on a contrac
tual basis. 
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1977 

2 3.3.1 

2 3.3.1 

2 TF 

2 4.3.1 

1 4.3.1,1 

2 13.2.5,4 

2 4.3.3,1 

1 13.1.1,1 

2 3.3.1,3 



C 2.5 

C 2.6 

C 4.4 

C 6.5 

C 7.2 

C 7.5 

The Uniform Correction'Guidelines should 
include strategies for implementation of 
a range of alternatives to institutionali
zation, to include diversion, supervisory 
and prerelease programs. 

1977 

All community correctional planning should. 1979 
give priority to diversion and utilization 
of existing communi ty resources. 

Comprehensive treatment programs should 1978 
implement the recommendations of the 
Tennessee Classification and Diagnostic 
Center. 

Each correctional agency must adopt 1977 
policies enabling inmates to maintain 
community and family ties. 

Each correctional agency must develop 
policies that give offenders the oppor
tunity to participate in programs designed 
to bring about positive behavior change. 
These policies must include work-release 
programs. 

1978 

Correctional agencies should develop 1977 
release programs dra,,,ing community 
leadership, social agencies, and business 
interests into the criminal justice system. 

Research should be conducted as to the 1977 
possibility and feasibility of broadening 
the operation of prison industries. Simul
taneous research should be conducted on 
the: 

1. Sale of products of prison industries 
on the ope~ market. 

2. Payment of full market wages to offen
ders working in prison industries-

they, in turn, paying for their daily 
upkeep. 

C 10.4 A study should be conducted on the 
feasibility of adopting participatory 
management programs in which managers, 
staff and offenders share. 

1977 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

17.2.4,3 

13.2.5,4 

13.1. 4 

12.2.8 

13.2.2 

13.2~3 

13.2.2,3 
13.2.3,7 

21.1.1,5 



H-4 Administrative Services 

C 7.4 A decisionmaking body should be estab
lished to follow and direct the inmate's 
progress through the correctional system. 

C 10.8 Each correctional system in counties with 
population over 50,000 should have a func
tioning ombudsman. 

Corrections information system should 
include necessary data. 

The corrections system should collect, 
store, analyze and display infoLlUation 
for planning, operational control, 
offender tracking and program review for 
all state and county correctional pro
grams and agencies. 

IS 1.18 All but the largest components of the 
correction system should have a sQall 
information and statistics section 
capable of producing periodic reports 
and analyzing and interpreting policy 
and decisionmaking. 

IS 1.19 The performance of the correction 
system should be evaluated on two 
levels. 

H-5 Jail Inspection Team 

C 1. Uniform Correction Guidelines for all 
correctional facilities, programs and 
services, should be developed by the 
Tennessee Department of Correction in 
cooperation with local systems. 
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1978 

1978 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

Byd 
1980 

1977 

2 13.1. 3, 7 

2 21.1.2,19 

2 19.3,7 

2 19.3,8 

2 19.3,11 

2 19.3,13 

2 15.6 



C 1.A 

C 1.2 

C 3.1 

C 3.2 

C 3.3 

c 5.6 

C 5.7 

For the purpose of ide~tifying program 1977 
applicability, the Uniform Correction Guide
lines must consider the following popu-
lation classifications: 

County Code Population Ranp:e 

A 150,000 and up 

B 50,000 - 150,000 

C 24,500 - 50,000 

D 24,500 and under 

Beginning with the 1977 budget and 
each year thereafter, Commissioner of 
Correction must apprise the legislature 
of those local facilities most in need 
of upgrading to comply ~.;ri th the Ninimum 
Standards fo~ Loc31 Correctional Facilities. -- . , 
the intent being legislative allocations to 
those priority localities. 

1977 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 1977 
include procedures governing the pretrial 
detention admission process. 

Except in cases of mass arrests, deten- 1978 
tion center admission staffing must be 
sufficient to avoid use of holding rooms 
for periods longer than 2 hours. 

The Uniform Corrections Guidelines should 1977 
include policies and procedures to insure 
that the rights of persons detained while 
awaiting trial are observed. 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 1977 
include policies and procedures that fulfill 
the right of offenders to be free from per-
sonal abuse by correctional staff or other 
offenders. 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 1977 
include policies governing searches of per-
sons under correction authority. 
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1 TLEPC 

1 13.1. 1 

2 3.4.2 

1 3.4.1 

2 3.2.10 

2 12.2.4 

2 12.2.6 



q 6.3 All state institutions, jails, workhouses, 1977 
penal farms and tempor~ry holding and lock-

C 6.4 

up facilities must adhere to Section 5.057 
of the Hinimum Standards for Local Correc 
tional Facilities regulating offenders as-
signed as trusties. 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 
include suggestions for offender parti
cipation in a wide variety of community 

I based programs. 

1977 

C 10.1 
I 
1 
I 

TLEPC strongly recommends that the General 1980 
A~sembly enact comprehensive correctional 
codes governing institutional and community
based programs. 

C 11.1 Planning for ne1;<7 facilities must start 1977 
from the basis that no more than 400 
inmates can be housed in a single insti-
tution. New planning must also minimize 
the negative effects of excessive regi
mentation. 

H-6 Implementation of Improvement Recommendations Made by 
Jail Inspection Team 

C 3.4 Pretrial and posttrial inmates must be 
separa ted. 

C 5.1 All correctional institutions must have 
written rules of conduct for offenders. 

C 5.2 Justification for limiting offenders' 
rights must include rules and regulations 
to maintain order and protect others. 

C 5.3 All correctional institutions must have 
written disciplinary procedures for 
offenders. These procedures must emphasize 
good behavior rather than punishment. 

C 5.4 Rules and Regulations must be i,rritten 
prescribing nondisciplinary procedures 
for determining and changing offender 
status. 

C 5.5 Each correctional agency must establish 
a grievance procedure. 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

TF 

14.1. 1,1 

20.3.2,10i 
20.3.2,10j 

13.1.1,2g 

12.2.2 

12.2.9,2 

12.2.2 
13.1.1,16 

12.2.2,13 

12.2.2,21 



H-7 Connnunity R<1,>,'l Reintegration 

C 2.5 

C 2.6 

The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 
include strategies for implementation of 
a ran80 of alternatives to institutionali
zation, to include diversion, supervisory 
and prerelease programs. 

All community correctional planning should 
give priority to diversion and utilization 
of existing community resources. 

1977 

1979 

C 6.5 Each correctional agency must adopt poli- 1977 
! cies enabling inmates to maintain communi ty 

and family ties. 

C 7.1 Each correctional agency must develop poli- 1978 
cies that give offenders the opportunity 
to participate ,in programs designed to bring 
about positive ~ehavior chango. These 
policies must include work-release programs. 

C 7.2 Correctional agencies should develop 1977 
release prograrl1s drawing community leader--
ship, social agencies, and business in-
terests into the criminal justice system. 

C 8.1 The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 1977 

C 8.2 

C 8.3 

C 9.1 

include the planning and development of 
~ a goal-oriented probation service delivery 

system. 

A study should be conducted to determine 1977 
the feasibility of placing the probation 
system in the executive branch of the state 
government. 

If the study determines the probation 
system should be placed in the executive 
branch of state government, it must be 
placed under the control of the Department 
of Correction. 

The parole system should develop goal
oriented service delivery system. 
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1977 

1978 

2 17.2.4 

2 17.2.4,3 

1 13.1.4 

1 12.2.8 

2 

2 15.7 

3 15.6,1 

1 15.6, 7 

2 15.8 



C 9.2 A study should be condu'cted to deterf:1in~> 
the feasibility of developing citiz,',u 
cormni ttees (to include exoffenders) t .,' 

advise on policy development. 

C 9.3 Parole officers must begin work with 
parolees during the furlough phase anI: 
prior to release, to facilitate easier 
transition and adjustment. 

C 9.4 Funds should be made available to parole 
staffs to purchase needed cormnunity re
sources for parolees. 

1978 

1977 

1977 

C 10.2 The Tennessee Department of Correction 1978 
should establish an administrative unit res
ponsible for securing citizen involvement, 
including advisory and service roles. 

C 10.3 The Administrative Unit responRible for 
securing citizen involvement should study 
the feasibility of recruiting and training 
volunteers to assist in the correctional 
agencies. 

I-I Recruitment 

LE 9.2 Every police agency not having enough 
qualified applicants with appropriate 

., college backgrounds should develop a 
recl:uitment program to fill that need. 

C 10.5 The Uniform Correction Guidelines should 
include sys temw'ide standards for recrui t
ment and selection of personnel. 

1-2 Student Financial Assistanfo.!:. 

None 

1-3 Criminal Justice Education 

None 

1-4 Faculty InternshiE 

None 
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1980 

1980 

1977 

3 

1 15.8,19 

2 17.2.4, II 

2 17.2.2,18 

3 17.2.2,18 

2 21.2.3,9 

2 21.2.1 



1-5 Law Enforcement Basic Training • 

LE 10.1 The TLEPC strongly recommends the 
legislation mandating minimum basic 
training for every s~.;rOrn emp loyee wi thin 
2 years of employment. 

LE 10.4 Every police agency should consid~r the 
affiliation of police training programs 
with academic institutions. All training 
courses for college credit should be aca
demically equivalent to courses that are 
part of the regular college curriculum. 

1-6 Law Enforcement I!2~v:i cc TrainiM 

1977 

1976 

LE 2.2 Each police chief should familiarize 1978 
himself with all means by which the agency 
can derive all possible benefits froQ local 
funding, city-state-federal revenue sharing, 
grants and the use of bonds. 

LE fl.2 Every police chief executive .§..hould cs- 1980 
tablish formal training programs to deal 
with unusual occurrences. 

LE 10.2 Every police agency ~ provide full- 1976 
time sworn employees during the first year 
of employment, with additional formal 
training, coached field training and super-
vised field experience. 

LE 10.3 Every police agency should consider 1977 
allowing all sworn personnel to parti-
cipate voluntarily in at least 40 con-
secutive hours annually of formal per-
sonnel development activity, while on 
du ty and a t full pay. 

LE 10.4 Every police agency ~~ould consider the 1976 
affiliation of police training programs 
with academic institutions. All training 
courses fur college credit should be 
academically equivalent to courses that 
are part of the regular college curriculum. 
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2 21.3.2,4 

3 21.3.2,15 

2 17.1. 4, 5c 

2 21.3.5 

1 21.3.2,11 

3 21.3.7.9 

3 21.3.2,15 



J 1.6 It is strongly recorrnnene1.ed that all juve
nile officers be provided with specific 
training in preventing delinquent behavior 
and juvenile crime. 

1978 

1-7 Judicial Trainin'1 and Continuing- Education 

CT 9.3 

J 3~1 

J 3.2 

, 

Establish a state judicial education 
committee to develop standards and take 
other steps to assure adequate judicial 
training. 

Assure sufficient compensation, faci1i
ities for and training of District 
Attorneys and their assistants. 

It is very strongly recommended that 
the juvenile court be uniform ,vi thin the 
state judicial system of Tennessee. 

Specialized training must be provided 
all persons participating in the pro
cessing of juvenile court cases. 

1977 

1976 

1982 

1979 

1-8 Correctional TrainiEg 

LE 9.5 Formal career developmertt programs should 
be established in all law enforcement 
agencies. 

1979 

C 10.7 The Tennessee Department of Correction 
and correction systems in counties with 
populations of 150,000 and over must plan 

1977 

for and provide: 
1. Forty hours a year of exectuive 

development training to correctional 
managers on operations of police 
courts, pl:osecution and defense attorneys. 

2. New correctional staff with 40 hours 
orientation training during first week 
and 60 additional hours during first year~ 

3. Forty hours additional training, after 
first year, to all correctional staff. 

C 10.6 The Uniform Corrections Guidelines should 1977 
include standards for the training and educa
tion of corrections personnel. 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

11.1.1,l~ 

21.3.3,1-2,4 

21.4.1,10-11 
21.1.5,4 

11.2.1,1 

11.2.1,l~ 

21.3.7 

21.3.4 

21.3.1 



J-l Prevention 

LE 6.8 Every police agency ~hould provide ~l: 1978 
juvenile officers "7ith specific trai!l;~l:, in 
preventing delinquent behavior and j'J 1:.1e 
crime. 

J 1.1 Policies must be established and it is very 1977 
strongly recommended that, in addition, 
legislation be enacted to insure uniform 
and appropriate action to divert juveniles 
from the criminal justice system. 

J -2 RC'sidcn ti 81 Treatment for S tutus Offenders and De linquents 

J 2.2 It js very strongly recommended that 
the detention of juveniles in facilities 
housing adults accused or convicted of 
crime be prohibited. 

C 11.3 The Tennessee Departm8nt of Correction 
mus t adopt the pol:i cy of not bui 1 ding 
new institutions for juveniles until 
community resources have been developed 
deinstitutionalizing status offenders. 

C 11. 4 The Tennessee Department of Corrections 
must phase out juvenile institutions, 
where possible, in favor or community 
programs and facilities. 

J 8.1 It is strongly recommended that each 
juvenile correctional agency implement 
policies and procedures to improve treat
ment for problem offenders, such as drug 
addicts, mentally ill, emotionally dis
turbed and psychotic. 

J 10.1 Consideration should be given to the 
establishment of community-based youth 
services bureaus throughout the state 
to focus on the special problems of 
you th. 

J 11.2 It is very strongly recommended that 
after s cboo 1 and sumner employment 
programs be broadened for yough, in
cluding 14 and 15 year olds. 
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1980 

1977 

1980 

1978 

1980 

1979 

2 11.1.1,4 

1 11.1.1 

1 11.1.2,1 

1 

1 13.1.5 

2 13.3.1 

3 5.1 

1 1.1.1,5 



J 12.5 It is very strongly recommended that 
educational authorities propose and 

1980 

adopt experimental and pilot projects to: 
1. Train parents to instruct childr(n 

at home. 
2. Develop techniques and methods f' . 

using the home as a learning env i I ·;n
mente 

3. Provide instructional materials for 
home use. 

4. Expand programs to train and use 
parents as aides, assistants and 
tutors in regular school classrooms. 

5. Train teachers to effectively instruct 
disruptive children in the classroom. 

6. Develop innovative methods and programs 
to prevent and reduce delinquency by 
children who are recognized by teachers 
and others Hho \vork ',vith young children 
as potential behavior problems. 

J 14.1 Consideration should be given to develop 
\.;rays in Hhich the religious conununity may 
actively participate in the process of crime 
prevention. 

J-3 Development of Community Resources 

J 8.1 It is strongly recommended that each 
~ juvenile correctional agency implement 

policies i:md procedures to improve treat
ment for problem offenders, such as drug 
addicts, mentally ill, emotionally dis
turbed and psychotic. 

J 10.1 Consideration should be given to the es
tablishment of community-based youth 
services bureaus throughout the state to 
focus on the special problems of youth. 

J 10.2 Consideration should be given to the 
employment by youth services bureaus of 
sufficient full-time staff to meet the 
needs of youth. 
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1980 

1978 

1980 

1980 

1 1.3.1,8 

3 1.1.5 

2 13.3.1 

3 5.1 

3 5.2 



J 11.2 

J 12.5 

It is very strongly resommended that after 1979 
school and summer employment progrw:;s be 
broadened for youth, including 14 and 15 
year olds. 

It is very strongly recommended th2t .!ca- 1980 
tional authorities propose and adopt 
perimental and pilot projects to: 

1. Train parents to instruct children 
at home. 

2. Develop techniques and methods for using 
the home as a learning environment. 

3. Provide instructional materials for 
home use. 

4. Expand programs to train and use parents 
as aides, assistants and tutors in 
regular school classrooms. 

5. Train teachers to effectively in
struct disruptive children in the 
classJ:oom. 

6. Develop innovative methods and pro~ 
grams to prevent and reduce delin-· 
quency by chilJren who are recognized 
by teachers and others who work with 
young children as potential behavior 
problems. 

J-4 Juvenile Court Services 

J 1.2 Each local jurisdiction, in cooperation 1978 
with related state agencies, must develop 
and implement formally organ~zed programs 
of diversion that can be applied to juve-
niles in the criminal justice process from 
the time an illegal act occurs to adjudication. 

J 3.3 An inmate procedure mus t be established 1976 
for each juvenile court. 

J 10.3 All law enforcement and court intake 1980 
personnel should consider, through policy 
changes and ultimately through legal changes, 
making full use of the youth service bureau 
in lieu of court processing for every juve-
nile who: 

1. Is not an immediate threat to public 
saft~ty. 

2. Voluntarily accepts the referral to 
the youth services bureau. 
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1 1.2.1,5 

1 1.3.1,8 

1 4.2.1 

1 11.2.1,11 

3 5.3 



• 
J-5 Institutionnl Reintegration 

J 5.1 The Department of Correction must fulfill 1978 

J 6 1 

the right of each juvenile in a correctional 
institution's custody to: 

1. A healthful place in which to live. 
2. Recreation opportunities. 
3. Healthful surroundings--including 

independent safety and sanitation 
inspections. 

It is very strongly recommended that 
necessary legislation and procedures be 
enacted to assure certain minimum require
ments are adhered to in all juvenile 
correctional institutions and programs. 
These programs should assure: 

1. Adequacy of facilities. 
2. A1equacy of services. 
3. Adequacy of security. 
4. Adequacy of regulations and 

procedures. 

J 6.2 Each correctional agency operating 
juvenile institutions must: 

J 6.3 

J 6.5 

- .-.------

1. Provide an organizational struc
ture that permits open communica
tion bet~.;reen the inmates, staff 
members and the administration, and 

~ allows input in the decision making 
process. 

2. Hake explicit its correctional goals 
and program thrust. 

3. Adopt policies and procedures that will 
preserve the individual identity of the 
inmate. 

Each institution for juveniles should 
consider adopting policies and procedures 
and provide facilities that will enable 
inmates to maintain healthy ties to their 
families and communities. 

Prerelease guidance centers for committed 
juveniles must be established. 
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1978 

1978 

1980 

1 12.2.5 

1 13.1. 1 

1 13.1. 3 

3 13.1.4 

1 13.1.6,8b 
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J 7.1 

J 8.1 

J 8.2 

J 9.1 

PSD 176 

J 4.1 

It is strongly recommended that each in
stitution for juveniles reexamine education 
and vocational training programs to ensure 
that they provide programs to individc~li3e 
education and training. 

1978 

It is strongly recommended that each:u'· 
venile correctional agencu implement 
policies and procedures to improve 
treatment for problem offenders, such 
as drug addicts, mentally ill, emo
tionally disturbed and psychotic. 

Consideration should be given for each 
correctional institution for juveniles to 
actively develop the maximum possible 
interaction betHeen the institution and 
the community. 

1978 

1978 

It is strongly recommended that guidelines 1978 
be developed for planning the construction 
or renovation of juvenile detention facilities. 

Specific programs must be established to 1979 
inform the public of the problems, needs 
and activities of the criminal Justice system 
and its component parts. 
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